
Glossary for EL Support Lesson plan:

Word Definition Visual

  

create a nonfiction big book

a person who writes a book

words that describe 
a picture

a page at the beginning
of a book that tells you

where to find information

tells you what the book
is about

mini-dictionary

a word or words at the
beginning of a page that
tell what that part is about

author

caption

glossary

heading

table of contents

title

“Eggs turn into caterpillars.”

Glossary
abdomen belly of an animal
adult grown-up
antennae body parts that sense touch and smell
female girl
hatch come out of an egg
herbivore animal that eats plants
insect animal with six legs and three body parts
male boy

mimic look or act like something else
mimicry looking or acting like something else
molt get rid of skin that is too small
nymph baby walking stick
predator animal that hunts other animals for food
protect keep safe
regenerate to make a new body part
thorax chest of an insect’s body

How Star�sh Move

Star�sh move around very slowly on 
short, tube-like feet. They do this by a 
water vascular system, which pulls water 
into it to expand the star�sh’s “feet” so 
they can touch the surface.

In fact, the fastest star�sh can only travel 
nine feet and two inches per minute.
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